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Abstract— The field of research for bridge inspection using a
UAV has gradually been developed to meet human needs. The
UAV-based inspection system can be classified into contact-type
and non-contact-type inspection depending on the purpose of
the tests. In this paper, we propose a contact-type UAV system
that can move close to the surface for micro inspection of the
bridge. In the early development of CAROS (Climbing Aerial
Robot System), the platform was depending on thrust and
friction force, which leads to a limitation that it was difficult
to obtain the force required for wall movement under the low
friction coefficient. To compensate for this, we introduce the
enhancement of CAROS, which has improved the shortcomings
of dependence on the wall friction force by applying an auxiliary
arm and a tilt-rotor mechanism and changing the direction of
propulsion. The proposed system is prototyped and the climbing
ability on the wall, with and without obstacles, in various slopes
is validated.

I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of professions engaged with high-risk
factor are dismissed and replaced by the development of
robots. However, due to the technological limitation, human
resources are still required to execute some dangerous work,
e.g. cleaning up high-rise buildings and performing Struc-
tural Health Monitoring (SHM) for large bridges or disaster
sites. Thus, in this case, their exposure to danger is indeed
unavoidable. For bridges extending over the oceans, frequent
inspections are necessary since the components have a high
probability of being damaged by salt and wind. Moreover,
since such bridges are generally large and long, it is not easy
for persons to inspect and maintain by themselves. To solve
this problem, we suggest the two-step inspection process:
macro inspection for an approximate diagnosis using a non-
contact-type unmanned aerial vehicle and micro inspection
for the detailed inspection using a wall-climbing robot that
is able to check the condition of the bridge in particular in
this paper as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Macro inspection and micro inspection

Fig. 2. The macro inspection using the non-contact-type UAV system: (Top)
Target bridge 3D mapping. (Middle) Localization and inspection. (Bottom)
Diagnosis result.

In the previous studies, we proposed a non-contact-type
drone that checks the condition of the bridge [1]. In brief,
the non-contact type drone can be used to quantify surface
cracks or damaged parts such as bolts (Fig. 2). However,
contact-type drone performs better for checking corrosion
and direct damage caused by paint. A numerous contact-
type robots have been proposed [2]–[5]. However, due to



one of the important restrictions of drone platforms, i.e., the
small payload, heavy sensors cannot be used in Micro Aerials
Vehicle (MAV), which leads to the limitation of actual ap-
plication [6]. In addition, the fact that the friction coefficient
of the wall, which becomes a disadvantage of the existing
wall-climbing drone, is considered to be the reason why the
drones for wall attachment were difficult to be applied in
various areas. Therefore, in recent years, research has also
been carried out on drone platforms with tilt mechanisms
that could change the direction of thrust and improve the
disadvantage of relying heavily on friction coefficients [7].
In this paper, we propose a wall-climbing drone that has
become significantly lighter than the previous platform. The
overall description of the previous development of the wall-
climbing drone including the advantages and disadvantages
of each platform is also presented.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTACT-TYPE UAV SYSTEM

Fig. 3. Early versions of wall-climbing UAVs

Researchers have developed systems that inspect the sur-
face civil structures using of non-contacting UAV systems
by flying around there. However, given the environment in
which general civil structures are exposed to strong winds
and considering the flight performance of UAVs, such meth-
ods can cause safety problems and make the mission itself
impossible. The wall attachment method of our proposed
wall-climbing UAV system is a propulsion-based method.
In this UAV platform, the propulsion system used for the
flight can act as pushing force against the wall and convert
that force into friction with the wall to attach or to move
on the wall surface. As shown in Fig. 3, an early version of
our wall-climbing UAV has applied force only in a direction
perpendicular to the wall. This was designed assuming that
the coefficient of friction between the wall and the UAV
contact surface was high. However, when applied to the
actual environment, it was found that the initially assumed
friction coefficient was not maintained due to dust and other
contaminants. This also led to the discovery that a high level

Fig. 4. Rotary arm mechanism of wall-moving UAV based on auxiliary
arm

of propulsion is needed to generate enough friction to attach
to the wall.

In order to overcome the limitation of the UAV propulsion
system, the platform was improved to counter the gravity
by converting almost all forces into friction forces and
converting a portion of the force directly into lift forces. Two
mechanisms have been applied to implement the concept
of wall attachment and movement. The first instrument
is to control the direction of propulsion by adjusting the
angle of the airframe to the wall using an auxiliary arm.
As mentioned previously, UAVs have limited propulsion
and payloads. Thus, installing additional manipulator and
equipment is not desirable in terms of flight stability and
energy efficiency. Therefore, the primary consideration in
designing the auxiliary arm is the weight reduction problem.
In order to adjust the direction and size of the force received
by the auxiliary arm to control the angle of the airframe,
the wires responsible for the attenuation structure (relief
structure) and tensile force were utilized as shown in Fig.
4. Through this same mechanism, UAVs are able to respond
to wall surfaces with different angle slopes and have faster
moving speeds with lower levels of propulsion compared to
the early developed wall-climbing UAVs. Another strategy
for adjusting the angle of thrust is by applying the tilt-



rotor mechanism. In this structure, since rotation occurs only
on the axis which is connected to the propeller and motor,
not the whole body, the ability to achieve design simplicity
becomes one of the prominent advantages. However, due to
the large radius of rotation of propeller and its high cross-
sectional ratio, it is highly challenging to secure space for
tilting without any interference with other major components.
As mentioned previously, it is also important to achieve
the maximum result by employing minimum manipulators
considering the limited payload of UAVs. For this purpose,
the design is based on the UAV platform of Hexa-Y type.
As shown in Fig. 5, four of the six propellers located at the
front of the platform are connected on one axis and designed
to be able to change the direction of 66.6% of the thrust
with a single manipulator. This design strategy has enabled
to achieve a similar level of propulsion accomplished by
a quadrotor-based platform while reducing the size of the
airframe by 30%.

Fig. 5. Tiltrotor-based wall-climbing UAV structure

It is well known that the platform is likely to perform its
mission in an environment where GPS signals are unreach-
able, such as under the bridge, or in a situation where the
GPS signals become weaker as approaching a large structure.
Therefore, the method of accessing the structure’s walls by
relying on GPS signals is unreliable. In order to overcome
this obstacle, the platform is equipped with distance sensors
(IR sensor) and a location estimation algorithm that can
estimate the approach angle to the wall when flying close

toward it.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST

In this study, two mechanisms are proposed to redirect the
propulsion for efficient wall movement and the prototypes
are also produced. The performance is verified by indoor ex-
periments in limited environments. Through the lightweight
design of the arm mechanism with reel/wire structure and the
PID-based controller, it is confirmed that the angle control of
the arm is correctly accomplished. As shown in Fig. 6, the
drone can control the direction of thrust and its the attitude
by adjusting the angle of the auxiliary arm according to the
slope of the wall which then enables the movement on the
wall. In addition, as shown in Fig. 7, the fusion of the driving
friction force of the wheels moving on the wall and the
upward force of the propellers show the ability to move over
obstacles (height 30 mm, width 50 mm) which is difficult to
be overcome by the conventional platforms. Based on the
efficient design using minimal manipulators, the drone has a
smaller size and smaller weight than the previous platform.
Additionally, by adjusting the thrust angle, the drone can
perform a faster movement speed when it moves along the
wall, even though it has low thrust. Moreover, for the actual
feasibility test, we have verified the outdoor experiments
as well. Fig. 9 shows the rotary arm mechanism UAV can
actually attach and move on the concrete surface of the
bridge column.

Fig. 6. Experiment of auxiliary arm-based UAVs operating on walls with
different slopes

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In order to overcome the limitations of propulsion and
friction-based wall-climbing methods in real-life environ-
ments where high friction coefficients are not secured, two
mechanisms that can change the direction of propulsion
have been proposed and their performances were verified
through experiments. Further studies require comparison
of flight stability and wall-climbing performance between
typical approach flight type UAV and wall-climbing UAV



Fig. 7. Experiment on obstacle overcome of wall-climbing UAV based on
auxiliary arm

Fig. 8. Experiment of angle change of wall-climbing drone based tilt-rotor

under the condition of strong winds environments, and
verification of quantitative performance improvements for
structural inspection through comparison of the quality level
of acquired inspection results.
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